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Sea creatures
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Sea creatures

What are the sea creatures?
There are 5 oceans and many seas on the Earth. These are wide expanses of water that 
cover most of the Earth's surface. This is why the Earth is known as the "Blue Planet".

Many species are found in the sea, such as fish,  crustaceans or reptiles.Even today, new, 
strangely-shaped fish are being discovered in the deepest depths of the sea.
Do you know the names of some sea creatures?
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You will need: Fill in the spaces in the crossword with the words from the 
boxes underneath.1 pen

WHALE FISH SHARKCRABSEAHORSE

Crossword
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You will need: Complete the following sentences.

Write

1 pen

A ............................................. sings in sea.
A ............................................. has sharp teeth.
A .................................. carries a shell on its back.
A ........................................... has tentacles. 
A ............................................. lives inside a shell.

turtle dolphin shark hermit
crab

jellyfish
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You will need: Draw a little fish, following the steps.

Pencil

Rubber

Crayons 

Learn to draw

1

2

3

4
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You will need:
1 pen

Work out the following problems.

Count

Whales have many teeth. A whale has 104 
teeth in its top jaw and 146 in its bottom jaw.

How many teeth does the whale have 
altogether?

In an aquarium, there are 2 seahorses, 4 
clownfish and 1 shark.

How many sea creatures are there in this 
aquarium?
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You will need:

Cut and stick

Colour in the shape, cut it out and fold it into a cube. Then 
put glue on the flaps and stick it together.1 pair of scissors

Crayons

Adhesive

Get an adult to help you use scissors
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You will need: Fill in each section with the right colour.

Colour in without going over 
the lines

Felt-tips
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You will need:

Train your memory

Make a memory game. Cut out the pictures
then stick each one onto card. Find the pairs by turning the 
cards over, one after the other. You can play this by yourself 
or with other people. If you have already used other Bic® 
Kids universes, you can collect the cards from the different 
worlds to make the game harder.

1 pair of scissors
Get an adult to help you use scissors
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You will need: Draw a line linking the description with the matching sea 
creature 1 pen

Hermit crab
I live in a shell I found 
on the beach.

Jellyfish
I am bell-shaped, with 
long tentacles.

Conger eel
I have a very long body, and 
I give an electric shock.

Turtle
I have a shell and I live a 
very long time.

Read and connect
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You will need:

6 erreurs

Can you spot the six differences between these happy 
seahorses? Put a red cross on the one on the right.

Spot the Difference

1 pen


